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About Spearmint Hippo
Spearmint Hippo is a trio of young minstrels based in the Los Angeles, CA area. The
group was formed in 2011 by members Jason Tibi & Justin Siegal; both graduates of the same
high school in Los Angeles. After a short while of cycling through names such as 
NASA’s Dark
Knight Globe Yes
Justin & Jason briefly took a hiatus as Justin spent a semester at the Berklee
College of Music in Boston, MA. Many have tried to join Spearmint Hippo’s ranks but the pair
was determined to keep the band as the original duo.
Upon Justin’s prodigal return, the boys were again up in arms. Jason then went on to
study at the California Institute of the Arts where he met Dylan Alexander Freeman. Dylan was
born and raised in New York City but came to California at 18 years old. Dylan’s band at the time
opened for Spearmint Hippo in the fall of 2014 after a budding friendship between Dylan &
Jason had begun. A short few months after this show Dylan, above all other hopeful Spearmint
mega-fans, was offered a spot in the band.
Dylan’s “King-Arthur’s-Fabled-Sword-in-the-Stone”-like rise into Spearmint Hippo
signified a new age for the band. As he was folded in, the band suddenly had a new world of
musical possibilities opened up, allowing the band to develop its unique sound. Spearmint
Hippo has been taking huge strides ever since Dylan’s inclusion. The three amigos are now on
their way to stadium stardom as the legend of Jason, Justin, & Dylan continues to unfold.

Music
iTunes
: Dinosaurs / Quantum Powder EP (Newest Work)
Spotify
: Dinosaurs / Quantum Powder EP (Newest Work)
Bandcamp
: Full Discography
SoundCloud
: Full Discography

Videos
Dinosaurs Music Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AhWJT_9N18
The Garden Music Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKiPdqm9h7A
Interviewed at Koobe Music Night MiniFestival:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2uK8SSb3qE
Spearmint Christmas Special:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGayne9th5Q
Quantum Powder Performance Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QsLs3V-W7N8
Spearmint Hippo Live at Koobe Music Night:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUIo06FMjfI
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